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To frame projects we prepare a basic project brief with the understanding that through discovery the project 

definition may change and set the stage for how important the field research process would be to project 

development itself. In discussing the proposed projects, we address issues of identity and what it means to 

be Mayan—since this is a primary factor in communication—but also bringing identity home asking what 

it means to be Floridian. One way to do this was to locate ways Mayans and Mexico were represented in 

popular culture in order to discuss stereotypes and representations. In this way we also introduced issues  

of power inherent in representation. 
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Digital print on paper  
2009
4" x 6"

Our cards for a creativity workshop with carpenters who were making new high-end products for the tour-

ist market served several purposes. One of the most important is that they re-articulated our design process 

and concerns to ourselves: audience, research and process, theory and principles of design, resources, and 

understanding the visual context and competitors. The cards were a leave behind, with a visual projection 

of the key aspects as part of a participatory workshop. Since not all students spoke Spanish, our research 

and development was in English with translation to Spanish once final. 

VISUAL CONTEXTaudience
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Ethnic & Arts
Education & Personal Development

audience / tourist profile

Preferred Store Qualities

•	 BEHAVIOR OF SALESPERSON

•	 ATMOSPHERE

•	 DISPLAY

Preferred Product Qualities

•	 AESTHETICS

•	 WORKMANSHIP

•	 UNIQUENESS

•	 ARTIST NAME

Products They Purchase

•	 JEWELRY

•	 LOCAL FOODS

•	 ANTIQUES

•	 BOOKS
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Audience
General Information

It is important to design with the audience you 
intend to sell your product to in mind. 

EVALUATE YOUR AUDIENCE 

Consider the following:

•	 Age

•	 Gender

•	 Ethnic background

•	 Travel limitations

•	 Interests

•	 Lifestyle
 

Most tourists want to purchase items that are easy to carry home 

(small and light in weight). Many of these tourists appreciate knowing 

the story behind products. They like to know where the product came 

from, who made it, and how. Often times tourists buy items that will 

remind them of the place they visited after they return home; this may 

be acheived through material, color, function, and aesthetic.

audience / tourist profile
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History & Parks
History & Nature’s Beauty

audience / tourist profile

Preferred Store Qualities

•	 BEHAVIOR OF SALESPERSON

•	 ATMOSPHERE

•	 DISPLAY

Preferred Product Qualities

•	 AESTHETICS

•	  FUNCTIONALITY

•	 RELATIONSHIP TO TRAVEL

Products They Purchase

•	 CRAFTS

•	 POSTCARDS

•	 LOCAL FOODS

•	 BOOKS ABOUT AREA

•	 COLLECTABLES
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Noh-Bec, Quintana Roo
2009

Collaborating with Ak Kuxtal, a local NGO fostering small business development, we worked with car-

penters to learn about their work practices, concerns, aspirations, and delivered a participatory creativity 

workshop. We used multiple media to communicate similar messages—visual presentations, a step-by-

step description of the graphic design process through the eyes of one student, leave behind materials, and 

an ideation session with feedback. Through this short (2-day) on-site interaction, what we learned would 

significantly inform the way we approached working with artisans. It reinforced that one of the primary 

obstacles to development is access to information, but just what this information was would not have been 

otherwise uncovered without our interactions. 
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wixárika calendarmaria rogal Offset print  
2005
17" x 17"

Our communication objective was to visually represent the Wixárika (Huichol) concept of time, heretofore 

an oral tradition, based on the traditions of one town—San Miguel Huaixtita. However, the underlying 

conceptual framework was intercultural communication—one that of the project dictated that our inten-

tion was to situate both the Wixárika and western cultural conceptions of time on the same plane, thereby 

equalizing their positions and creating a mutual understanding of different cultural belief systems. An 

added benefit was to further explore how we, as graphic designers in the United States, can communicate 

with and for others and to position one’s self in an intercultural framework—one that tries to break away 

the hierarchies and lends itself to a humanistic and inclusive approach.

> visit microsite for more 
details about this project

http://ufdesigners.com/wixarika/
http://ufdesigners.com/wixarika/
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wixárika calendar Offset print  
2005
17" x 17"

When we began this project, a primary concern was our social and cultural responsibility to the Wixárika 

community. This concern was at the foundation of our decision-making processes—in the ideation and 

design phases—in the visual and written language of the final calendar. We began the project with a proof 

concept for one of six seasons. We considered how the primary target audience (Mexican and Wixárika 

youth) would use the calendar, which, in turn, guided both the calendar structure and visual language. The 

interior of the calendar illustrates the important activities in the cycle of the Wixárika year and positions 

this in relative relation to the western calendar, which includes Mexican holidays. This circle is held in place 

by a brad which facilitates rotation.

> visit microsite for more 
details about this project

http://ufdesigners.com/wixarika/
http://ufdesigners.com/wixarika/
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wixárika calendar Offset print  
2005
17" x 17"

This project relied in particular on input from the faculty of the Centro Educativo Tatuutsi Maxakwaxi, 

San Miguel Huaixtita, Jalisco, México. Throughout this project, we worked together to refine the narrative, 

which is based on the lived experiences of the community in San Miguel. During this project the faculty 

provided generous support, guidance, and insight into their cultural traditions. The back of the calendar 

explains the activities of the “seasons” in 3 languages – Waritari, Spanish, and English. In addition, Sarah 

Corona wrote a short essay to explain the overarching concepts of Wixárika time and their connection to 

natural cycles.

> visit microsite for more 
details about this project

http://ufdesigners.com/wixarika/
http://ufdesigners.com/wixarika/
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fieldwork 
2007

Working with Cooperativa Lol-Balché’s beekeepers to create an identity and bottle honey for the regional 

tourist market. There were several iterations of design for this project—one prior to arrival and then others 

after, including user-testing phases. Honey is a competitive business in this region and the biggest challenge 

to the cooperative would be the consistent production and the risk some members were willing to take, or 

not take, to better their long-term income generation.



lol-balché identitymaria rogal
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Labels
2007–2012
Dimensions variable

Five of fourteen prototypes designed and tested for the honey project, which expanded to include three other 

cooperatives in the region. 
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